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Earn Green Star Points For Door Jambs With EZYjamb
113AX –Card Enquiry

IF your next environmentally sustainable building project requires green
star certification, look no further than EZYjamb for your internal door
jamb requirements: EZYjamb can earn you green star points.

The synergy of clean lines and green stars in the EZYjamb system
gives architects and interior designers a unique opportunity to achieve
modern, square-set interiors without compromising the environmental
credentials of the building. Some of the green benefits of EZYjamb are:
• Made from 100 percent recyclable material
• No architraves required
• No wastage generated on-site
• Manufactured under ISO14001 EMS policy
• Non-toxic, non-hazardous, safer than MDF
• No preparation required for painting
• Faster installation, less on-site time
• Maximum durability for long service life
• Total installed cost is substantially less 
• Up to 30 percent recycled content in raw material
• Shipped in 100 percent recyclable packaging
• Designed & manufactured in Australia under ISO9001 quality

management system
The patented EZYjamb flush finish look door jamb combines visual

appeal, contemporary styling and strength for any interior environment,
including residential housing, apartments, hospitals, offices, hotels and
public venues.

Enquire now to get your
detailed EZYjamb information
pack from Studco Building
Systems.
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BLOCKOUT Roller Shutters have a range of in built or external shutters for
installation in major renovations or minor building modifications.

Blockout will custom design shutters to blend in or make a statement.
Blockout’s Shutter range include shutters designed for extreme weather conditions,
security risk and noisy traffic localities. Blockout Shutters will manufacture and
install roller shutters for residential, commercial or industrial applications and can
be installed on almost any glass surface including roofs;
shaped, sloping and curved glass areas.

In addition, we’ve been around for many years, so
we’ll guarantee to give you the right advice.

Blockout – the shutter company architects specify.

Blockout Shutters – Long
Term Energy Savings
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RECENT market feedback
indicated that the Hideaway
Soft Close Bin range needed to
fit into a standard 350mm
cabinet. As a result, the
Hideaway Soft Close range has
been redesigned to reduce the
overall width, while still
ensuring the end result is a top
quality product.

All of the well known design
elements of this bin range have
remained and strength and
durability has not been compromised. The new measurements for each model are
internal (wall to wall) and are the minimum required to fit each unit.

• 2 x 15L Buckets – Width – 317mm, Height – 340mm, Depth – 520mm
• 2 x 20L Buckets – Width – 317mm, Height – 450mm, Depth – 520mm
Hideaway Soft Close bins include a friction fitted lid, designed to assist with

odour control. The lid has a Clinikill™ anti bacterial powder coat designed to fight
harmful bacteria, yeast and fungi. This is the very latest in design innovation to
keep your bin solution hygienic.

Models include high quality German Soft Close
tracks that over-extend allowing easy removal of the
back bucket. You also have a choice in colour
between Arctic White and Ghost Grey to match in
with your design and other soft close technologies.

Hideaway Soft Close Bins
Now Fit A 350mm Cabinet
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Recently erected especially for the Melbourne Food and Wine 
Festival was the latest incarnation of Greenhouse By Joost. 
A pop-up restaurant that combined food, art, building design 
and ecology. With Greenhouse, Joost Bakker endeavours 
to demonstrate to people how we can live a life that’s more 
environmentally sustainable by making simple changes and 
altering perceptions.

ECOply® plywood by Carter Holt Harvey was used extensively in 
the new Greenhouse for non-structural cladding, wall panels and 
furniture, inside and out. Joost has always been an advocate for 
the benefits of ECOply – low embodied energy, economical use 
of a sustainable resource and local production resulting in lower 
carbon miles and local jobs. Another less known benefit, is the 
extremely low formaldehyde emissions – as tested and certified 
by the EWPAA. And of those almost negligible emissions, 50% is 
naturally emitted from the timber. 

The product selected for the build was quite knotty. Designers 
and builders traditionally use clear face plywood (BD grade) for 
‘appearance’ projects, but Joost specifically utilises lower grades 
including ECOply CD and DD and even packaging grade plywood. 
It’s a good demonstration of ‘upcycling,’ which not only makes 
environmental sense - it makes economic sense. ECOply is 
available in BD, CD and DD grades in a range of thicknesses 
and as demonstrated at 
Greenhouse, can be 
used for just about anything.

Sustainable Greenhouses fittingly clad in ECOply plywood
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